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Confections
PETER COOLEY
Walking through the city you might
come up against somebody , letting it
get in a backpocket, between elbows
so intimate, with such privilege,
you can hardly speak. This is the first
angel. The next is the killer, a loser
in his style, peering between the palms
skyscrapers always are lifting as if caught
by the whole city in chagrin. One night,
late, he got a good run, had the skyline,
stripped it to the dark. 3-6 are miscellaneous,
tho' criminal in glances: bellboys, doctors, dockmen,
the waitress with her long hair running
in a net since she has yielded
to harebrained principles of order long ago
in order to hold down her own. That leaves
.. but in her sleeves are flounces
you should mistake for wings I must
point out. Now# 7: Suspicious,
meticulous, he pauses through a window
posing questions the glass can never frame
reflecting our eyes, disquieted,
at so much stillness in the limbs
like hack-word strewn around his trunk.
Lean in. This angel is the last to take you
even if you wrestle him to air
& lose him to his blessing, call that grace
to snap off like a light leaving you both
luck as a torso without wings,
a store window the stairway where you were.
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Amy Eats Dinner at Home

Amy Kingston

Amy clutches the white cloth napkin in her left hand as
she eats. She attacks the New York sirloin with suppressed
vigor. She has had a hard afternoon practising her flute.
"Were you practising Mozart today, dear?" asks Mrs.
Kingston.
Amy swallows her meat. ''Yes," she says. "The adagio
from the Flute and Harp Concerto in C. It's supposed to be
lovely and cute and all, but it 's really such a bore."
"Mozart? Boring?" Mrs. Kingston's voice borders on
incredulity.
"Oh, yes," says Amy. " Boring beyond words ."
"But he's so brilliant, beautiful." Mrs. Kingston lets her
voice trail ff.
They all fall into a short silence, which Mr. Kingston
breaks by urging Amy to have some more zucchini. Amy
sighs.
"Zucchini is really such a bore," she says.

Amy on Love
Amy and Charlene are standingjust outside the cafeteria
door, and Charlene is talking.
"And so Alice told Jack that she couldn't go because
she'd already promised Harold, which was a lie of co.urse
since she really wanted to go with Roger, but Jack being
Jack believed it all and went to congratulate Harold, but
poor Harold nearly fainted when Jack told him since
Harold never thought any girl would have the stomach to
go to the prom with him, so he asked Alice if it was true,
and Alice said no, you silly boy, where do you get ideas like
that, and Harold started crying, and who should come along
but Pauline, that tall girl with the glass eye, who said what
did you do hit him, and Alice said no, and Harold said Alice
wouldn't go to the prom with him and Pauline said she
would go with him if only she wasn't going with Gilbert,
Jack's younger brother, and Jack overheard and said
Pauline you go ahead with Harold, and me and Gilbert'll go
double with Dillie and Dollie Woolpert since one or the
other of them just broke up with Roger, and Alice said does
that mean Roger doesn 't have a date, and Pauline said no
he's going with Miriam , who is Pauline's older sister and
who also has a glass eye and you know what a thing Roger
has for glass eyes, and so Alice was heartbroken when she
heard that, and she started crying, and you know that's
why ~he didn't come to the prom ."
Amy nods. "I know," she says.

and the
Question of Slavery
by Stephen Woodward
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A Description of Amy's Father
Amy's father makes $42,000 a year and is a school
superintendent. Every day that he works, he says, "We
must certainly try to resolve that." Sometimes he says this
two or three times in one day. He works five days a week,
fifty-two weeks a year, except for four weeks in July when
he goes to St. Louis to visit his son, Amy's brother, who is
an experimental psychologist and who implants size dou
ble-A batteries in cats' brains and makes them walk around
backwards. During these four weeks Amy's father never
once says, "We must certainly try to resolve that." Amy

admires her father for his courage, strength, determination,
and forthrightness. Every year he buys Amy a new car.

Her Wastebasket
Amy has a great oak desk which she sits at when she
studies. On a shelf above this desk she keeps a few books
for quick reference. They are: Plato's The Republic,
Boccaccio's Decameron, the collected works of Matthew
Arnold, "1962-63 Budget Proposals for the Shaker Heights
School System," and A Re-evaluation of Medieval French
Flute-Making by Dr. Pietro Hudson of Columbia University.
On the right-hand side of the desk is a great stack of scratch
pads to be used for note-jotting, message-taking, and
recording original thoughts.
Next to the desk is a wastebasket. It is beige in color,
steel in composition, cylindrical in shape, 12 inches in
diameter, 18 inches in height. It is capable of holding up to
2,034.72 cubic inches of trash. It is empty.
A my at the Beach
Amy's favorite spot at Blue Cheese Lake is a tiny,
deserted beach on the far side opposite the main parking
lot. She likes to go there alone and dance on the nearby
dock which totters like a rhinoceros on stilts. Her body
swishes and swirls according to some rhythm which she
alone can hear. Her pale, sunbleached red hair brushes
against her bikini top. Her eyes are half-closed.
On rare occasions a boat will pass close enough to the
beach for its passengers to see Amy dancing there on the
dock. They squint and hold their hands over their eyes, for
invariably the sun is too bright for them to see her clearly.
They think she is an optical illusion. The boat speeds by,
sending waves which hit the shore where Amy is dancing.
The waves rebound and return to their origin, but by that
time the boat is usually gone.
Once a boat pulled up next to the dock, and the two boys
who were in it asked Amy if she would like to have a few
beers or go for a ride or a swim or visit the Indian lore
museum or cook some hamburgers or go over to the lodge
where they could dance to some live music. Amy said, "No
thanks, I'm really not that thirsty."
A my 's Closet
In Amy's closet are fifteen pairs of new blue jeans. Next
to them are twenty-seven new blue denim shirts. Each pair
of jeans cost $17.98, and each shirt cost $9.27. Altogether,
her wardrobe cost $519.99, charged to her father's account.
On the top shelf of her closet are a bottle of Clorox and
a scrub brush. Amy uses these regularly to make her clothes
look thin and faded. Her parents often ask her why she
does this. "New clothes seem pretentious," she replies,
''and I dislike pretentiousness."
Amy's Biographer Talks about her Early Childhood
"Amy was born and raised in the Cleveland suburb of
Shaker Heights. Her parents were stern, but loving. T hey
always strived to ease the inevitable pains of growing up ,
while at the same time instilling in her a true sense of
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worldly values. One summer when Amy was five years old,
they took her on a tour of the West. Recalls Amy: 'The
Grand Canyon was a tremendous disappointment..' "

Praise from an English Teacher
Says Mrs. Mildred Shoup, former English teacher at
Gahanna high school, Gahanna, Ohio: "Yes, I remember
Amy well. She was always such a bright girl, very articulate,
very well read, especially in the classics and in French
literature of the Renaissance. She was a strong-willed,
forceful little girl who rose to meet her every challenge with
courage, determination, and equanimity. There was not a
teacher, student, or administrator within our walls who did
not predict her continued uccess."
Says Amy: "I never went to Gahanna high school."
An Art Discovery
Amy is staring at a huge artwork which has recently
sprung up on the front lawn of the country courthouse. It
is made of girders and steel walls and thick wires which lace
the confused air in a thousand different directions. It looks
like Amy's friend Charlene before a biology test. It contains
a message, and the message has to do with human souls and
communication and mechanism and insanity and disgust.
Amy, however, does not see a message in it at all. She sees a
towering heap of metal rising ominously on the courthouse
lawn. A man steps out from behind it and is immediately
dwarfed by its size. He is the sculptor.
'What do you think of it?" he asks her.
Amy reflects for a moment. "I like it," she says.

dan kelley
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Amy Kingston and the Question of Slavery
It is getting late, and Mr. Kingston is not yet home from
work. Amy turns off the television and goes into the kitchen.
" Where's Dad?" she asks her mother.
Mrs. Kingston is busy adjusting a maraschino cherry and
a pineapple slice atop a sizzling ham. The ham is surround
ed by crisp lettuce leaves. "He should be home soon, dear,"
she says. "He had to attend a workshop on teaching the
blind."
"What for? What do they do there?"
"Well, they have special teaching techniques they must
learn to use. They must know about braille and audio
equipment. It's very difficult to teach the blind."
"How come?"
"Because," ays Mrs. Kingston, "they're blind. They
can't see."
"Oh," says Amy. "How awful." She grabs a carrot stick
and returns to her chair in the living room. She stares
contemplatively at the dark television screen. After a while
she begins to sob. Her mother comes to her from the
kitchen.
"What is the matter, dear?"
Amy tries to speak, but she can produce only more sobs.
"Please, Amy, tell me what it is."
"Oh, Mother, how awful!"
"What is, dear? What's awful?"
"It's awful! I feel so sorry for them!"
"Who, Amy?"
Amy buries her wet face against her mother's shoulder.
She clutches her tightly, blinking away the tears. The dark
night seeps in through cracks in the walls.

Friend
MARK

WILLIS

an orange with its meat
and sour juices ripped out
rended with a claw hammer
your demanding reeling ego
not a clean incision
now just the dried peel
that has listened too much
throw me in the closet
let me nurse rank medicinal
gardens of fungi and mold
let me grow to substance
yes, I'll listen again

She must have loved me
to have cut so deep
Indifference is a dull blade
It is hard to destroy with a blank stare
But killing comes easily to a knowing smile
She grinned her love
and knew
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II

II

My Father
Stands On His Hea d
For My Young Dau ghter

by 0. Howard Winn

II

8
i

At eight , my daughter
skips rope
expertly
on her toes
in my father's living room
having learned lately
the game's timing
to leap
just before the ankletangling
sw ep of rop
loops swi hin g below her soles
saying
I c n do something
you can't do
to my father at eighty-one
who
challenged
says
I can do something
you can't do
head down upon the oriental

The Master
of my
A Capella
Choir

rug
hands complete the triangle
as legs erect upwards
toward the plastered
heaven
of his home's ceiling
he does it
coming down in a somersault
he strains his neck
but
as my mother applied
hot towels later
and
he flexes
his arms
reassuring to us
and himself
that there is no serious damage
says
it would have been all right
if I had come down
the way I went up
without the somersault
maybe
I'll try it that way
on my eighty-second birthday
my daughter hopes he won't
having seen it done
but does
not doubt the eternal
ability
as I do
she returns to the rhythm
pounding as the pulse
of skipping rope.

by R. D. Lakin

He wore suspenders plus a belt,
(what was that insurance for 
double breath control?)
his tenor voice gone gray
but kind to my off-key zeal,
conducting our pimpled lust
away from Sinatras and Laines
to cathedral soar, monasteries' hum,
a spring bouquet of madrigals
coaxed from virgin lips.
He rapped with a stern baton
our ear for easy tunes,
a god jealous for his Bach,
his Lully, Shutz and Purcell
crammed in one proud hour a day
when we almost forgot
the cheerleader's honeyed thighs.
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A

BAlD

mAn' s

WISDOffl

by R. D. Lakin

I dislike
little wispy hairs
left
on the top of my head
like alfalfa missed
by a careless farmer ,
but as with all things,
you just have to wait
for them
to fall out.
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APA~C □ T
(FOR CAROL -EJ

by Mark Willis

Love then is a supermarket:
carpeted, air-conditioned, germ-free
fruit wrapped in cellophane
vegetables cooled to crispness
in attractive efficient hydrators
businesslike
you shop, calculate costs, consume
then one day before you ever reach
the mozarella cheese
it stops you: APRICOT CAKE
in a frenzy you rip apart
the cardboard box to smell what
your mother never gave you because
it was too rich, too expensive
whole wheat oven-baked sugar-glazed
the fruit ripened slowly with
months of western sun
right there in the aisle you tear
off hunks of apricot cake
stuffing them into your mouth
spilling messy crumbs on the carpet
eating deliberately, eating as if
you'd never done it before
and then they throw you out
into the summer heat, lock the doors
you go hungry for a long time
but you tasted something
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Soldiering
From the tower
I sec the fires on the hillback
- fugitive fires
where the gypsy and the guerilla
cat ransacked chickens.
The beacon of the fort
hunts the hun in the night
the scared of your shadow
civilization
is watchful of the horizon
suspicious of the expectant
christs and caesars
- howitzers
point to sea and star.
The posse of the king dismounts
returning with a stray brigand,
now ready for a night
of crap game and jack off
-an unseen bugler
blows his anthem without conviction
-only the mercenaries sleep.

Fred J. Pruett
Bent heads
bowed on pews
under black shaw ls
foreheads pressed on yellow wood
contemplating martyrdom, mary ...
Fallen heads
in the rain corners
under boozy nights
cut skin on destiny's cement
unconscious in the puddle, bloodying the water ...
Forlorn heads
oiling the toweled cushions
full of nightmare on nightgoing buses
layover in Amarillo
dry vomiting at three a.m. in the public restroom ...
Washed faces
white peppermint on the tongues
pretending the professions of life
getting up, getting by
trying to stretch the finite promise another day.
13

grieved by the tale I must now tell you."
The listener waited until the man was ready to resume
his discourse.
"It is an act of a desperate man that compels him to
throw aside all he knows and believes to be just and proper
to commit an act of theft. 1 see by your questioning look
that you hope it was not I who did this thing. Ah yes, it
was I who performed this horrible act, and more- so much
more!"
He fell silent again and returned to stare into the fire.
The listener was lost in his own memories of this man who
was once a happy child, irresistible in manner, and who
rushed to greet the old man on his frequent visits to the
child's father. Now the father was dead. J n fact, the man
who sat there in apparent nguish was the last living
member of an old and distinguished family. The impact of
this fact jarred the though ts of the listener back to reality.
Why should such a man ·steal? Ancestral pride? A studied
look at the face of the now-grown child showed the
mysterious and remarkable changes that time had wrought.
The younger drew a deep breath and continued his
sorrowful tale. "In the commission of my crime, yet
another was perpetrated. I was discovered in my deed by
the master of the house; and in an inexplicable fury I struck
him dead with the butt of the pistol so near to my hand.
No, it was not my weapon for I had none-so sure was I
that my crime would be undetected. At the moment I
realized the man was truly dead, an unearthly scream
pointed out the presence of the dead man's wife as she
stood at the door of the room. I fled the ghastly scene with
the horrified face of the woman still in my mind's eye."
Here the man stopped talking, as though he were reliving
the odious scene again. Tears filled the eyes of the listener;
but he made no attempt to speak. Finally, the tale of evil
was resumed.
"The good lady did not recognize me - as 1 did her. I feel
it only a matter of time before she remembers where our
paths did cross some years ago. Then, as 1 hurried home
through the foggy night, oblivious to all but the monstrous
crime upon my soul, I heard the sound of rushing hoofbeats
on the cobblestone street. A runaway carriage careened
around a corner, and through the fog I perceived the dim
' shape of a tall gentleman directly in the path of the
onrushing horses. Obviously unaware he was in the line of
danger, I ran forward and knocked him out of the way, I
saw his eyes affixed on the birthmark on my forehead; but
he was in such a state of confusion, I feel it unlikely he
would otherwise be able to describe me. Fortunately, I did
not know this man. By his attire, I judged him to be a man
of considerable means. He raised his hand to my face. I saw
a large ruby ring on his index finger. Yes, a man of means.
But, I digress. It was at the moment I realized he was safe
that I rushed away into the darkness."
He paused again, eyes affixed upon the dancing flames.
The two men started at the sound of a loud, repetitious
noise coming from the back of the house. The younger
smiled, sadly. "The house, as you may have noticed, is in
complete disrepair. I had to discharge all the servants
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months ago."
The listener wondered at this remark-the need to
explain a fact already so obvious. The young man went on.
'But, even though neither of these two souls may
remember me , I cannot live with this unrelenting torment. I
have decided that tomorrow I must go to the authorities,
clear up the mystery surrounding the murder, and, God
help me, find peace in my confession." He turned to the
listener.
" My sentence is clear; l need only one mercy. Will you
be present at the moment of my death?"
Th listener saw the plea in the tomented eyes and
nodded his assent.
II
The prisoner sat in silent meditation the night before he
was to be hung. It was still the time of the Bloody Code;
yet his death was to be of a private nature. He shivered in
the dank coldness of the dirty cell. True to his word, the
listener arrived at the cell, two hours before dawn. The
turnkey adjusted the bolts, turned the key in the lock, and
left the two men together. The listener hardly recognized
the man , whose face had taken on a grayish hue, and who
was now dressed in the garb of a prisoner-a once-white
uniform covered with the images of black crows' feet.
As the two men prayed together, the prisoner broke out
in such impassioned and importunate cries to God that it
seemed as if the very stones of his cell might have
responded to them. The listener was joined to the agonies
of his friend.
The appointed hour arrived. Led to the yard where the
gallows waited, the prisoner's hands were tied. He did not
look up when the listener kissed him gently on the
forehead. He did not look up when the warders pushed him
up the steps of the scaffold. He took no notice of the
half-drunken hangman. The dawn revealed a bitterly cold
morning. Snow had fallen over the crusted ground. The
prisoner chose not to speak. He looked past the warders for
one last look at the listener, but he beheld a man in a
frocked coat and top hat the governor of the prison. The
listener stood to the left of the governor and slightly behind
that official. The signal to begin the execution was in
progress when the prisoner and the governor looked into
each other's eyes, the former beholding the upraised hand
with the large ruby ring, and the latter seeing, for the first
time, the birthmark.
"Dear God, it was you!" And, as the governor's hand
dropped the gesture was taken for the execution order
which was carried out with dispatch.
"No," the governor cried, "he still lives!" The two
nearest warders misinterpreted the consternation in the
governor's voice. Immediately they reacted as in the times
of old. To hasten the death of the hanging man, they threw
themselves around the hanging body and in so doing
decapitated the prisoner. The severed head rolled to the
feet of the governor who screamed out a cry of disbelieving
horror. An unusual silence fell over all the witnesses,
broken only by the wind whipping the remaining bit of
rope and flapping the folds of the listener's cassock.

I
They slip from limousines like
sapphires out of vulgar hands.
My glass walls open to meet them,
slam shut, lock summer heat
outside like a pushy beggar.
Inside, jewels, gowns, stoles,
perfumes, worthy of Scheherazade
entreat "Would Madame try ... ?
"May I assist ... ?
"A lady mustn't be without ... "

Employces grovel, coax, flatter,
offer their heads on covered platters.
The women raise the lids, kiss
some heads, turn others back
with smiles and nods. What blood
splashes them, slides off in beads
like bright-red mere ury.

by Charles Webb

Delicate as butterfly scales,
graceful as swirling silks, Wealth
twines pearls around the women's necks,
sprays their skin with scented oils,
plays on them as sunlight splashes diamonds.
With them inside, my store glows like a firefly.

II
Each year makes me richer.
It's forbidden now to speak
of when I swept floors under these.
No one dares recall
the cellar where I played
and stored what Fliegel couldn't sell
and wouldn't throw away,
the boy who did what he was told,
gave no trouble,
smiled when smiled at,
looked contrite when necessary.
Thousands recall the fire.
Only I recall the shoebox
buried before I ran upstairs
screaming "Fire!" Inside
the goddess of this place:
a doll, her silk clothes ripped,
strangling her ivory neck.
Into her crotch, once smooth,
a jagged furrow dug.
Her legs spread wide, as if anticipating.
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Barefoot
I Walk
A Conditi on
by Emilie r.len

Barefoot
I walk grass blades
Without bending them
Flower-heads
Without disturbing their stems
Walk the tree-tops
Fields of barley
My toes touch flame tips
I walk lakes at evening
Walk the sparkle sea
The sea of storms
Will be walking the cornmeal moon
Without space shoes
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his Will

by Sandra Case
.
He is dead.
His ashes blow in the cornfield
near their farm house.
(A condition in his will)
A pack of black birds migr~te,
swoop pieces of him i~ their beaks
scatter them on counties.

His wife travels to another state
to meet her lover.
(They planned this for years)
But he is everywhere.
Eyes, heart, penis erupti~g fro~ trees
crash black against her wmdsh1eld.
(He digs her grave)
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oCiving witR

A Daughter
Whose Love
•
IS Horses

Wild cJJ(inds:

by Errol Miller
by R. D. Lakin
man has always worshipped boobs
& gave a shit less about nature

She was never lilac
pressed to purple aroma
under stacks of sheet music moons
but her freaky charms
'
now draw stable scents
new pretenders to manhood
sniffing round, arousing doubts
I never knew I had
ab?ut whelping and grooming,
animals birthed too soon.

never .confessing his mind his body
more 1mportant
drawing of urinal nudes
oh hell it is sweet
to sniff the greyhound departing
& find real love
notre dame
will lose someday
& the melancholy funnel
will capture the hooray tenants
making hay
wide-angle view
of their faces
x-rated
to die is nothing
to live
man
to live
.
nebulous abstract image
lCOnS

& silly silly things.
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BUS POE ffl
by Dan Garver
Of course
these fields are unfamiliar,
you have never ridden this road before.
Yet when you look more closely,
you see that every man
on every tractor that you pass
is your father.
He does not return your wave.
You are on the road.
You have left him
so many times.
You can't pronounce the names
of any of the towns you pass through.
Yet once you've crossed the bridge
that marks the city limits,
you know you've broken
your mother's back
on every crack in the walk
between East and West Streets.
But now
strangers' feet have erased your name
written in chalk on the corner
outside the men's wear store.
Main Street would rather forget you.
And now
you've folded the ticket in your pocket
too many times.
Because of the creases,
you can no longer read
the telephone number
that you wrote on the back.
Only if you can recall that number
will you have supper tonight.
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by George W. Smyth
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She of the head for gold, the body for love, and Charlie
met her after being run out of Texas for speaking in
admiration of a Mexican general's tactics at the Alamo.
Charlie journeyed to the high plateau of central Mexico and
a place called Elongodongo, also known as "The Perforated
City".
This cryptic designation had been given to Elongodongo
because of a maze of tunnels running catacomb-like under
the streets and homes, the park and church, and even, it
was said, under the Cantina El Dorado. Charlie now sat
coolly in the cantina with Clementina, his spitfire of yet
untested passion , sipping tequila with a little salt.
Charlie was the salt of the earth; Clemen tin a was the salt
of the earth, with a generous dash of hot pepper, but with
her sights on the stars, or at least a little money for love,
which Charlie did not have, having left a pile with a Texas
sheriff.
"You give me money," Clementina was saying, "and I
give you very much the hot love."
"No money ," Charlie said, smiling and playing his eyes
over Clementina's young and lovely and lush ripe body. Her
midnight-black hair fell in heaps on her bare shoulders, and
she arched her back, pointing full breasts at him. "No
money," Charlie repeated, smiling wider, feeling heated
desire tingle over him, fingertips to toes, "no money
... yet."
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"So when you have?"
"Very soon, Clementina," he said, vow-like and
unsmiling now. No money could be funny, although he
wasn't sure why, but getting money was serious business.
"Soon now I have more than just money for your love and
mine." He took out a faded piece of parchment from his
pocket. It was a map of the tunnels, a chart to guide him,
and, it was said, there was gold in one of the tunnels.
"Soon, Clementina, I'll have something very precious to
buy your love, all your love- "
"What is better than money?"
"Gold."
Her eyes sparkled at the word, but then she became
skeptical. "I have heard of gold here, but no one has ever
found any. Nada!"
"No one had this map before." He handed her the map.
"It looks, how you say, real. Where you get?"
"Let's just say, it was dumb luck." Charlie knew she
wouldn't believe the story of how a cellmate in a Texas jail
with twenty years in the jug ahead of him had given him
the map, refusing to say how he had gotten it. But Charlie
knew there was gold under the town, because there was a
curse on the tunnels and whenever there was a curse
... there was gold.
"The tunnels are bad luck," Clementina said. "Those
that have gone in have not come back out into the sun."
"They were fools in a blind alley," Charlie said, taking
back the map and beginning to mark numbers on it. "They
had no chart."
"When you go to get this cursed gold?"
"Right now. The first tunnel begins under this cantina."

Charlie finished marking the map. He had numbered the
tunnels from one to nine, and they spread out all over the
town, that is, under the town. Whoever had dug the tunnels
and drawn the crude map had neglected to give any clue as
to what was in each tunnel, how much gold, but Charlie
figured that was for him to find out. He was lucky to have a
map at all. Primitive though it was, drawn by Indians or
early Spanish explorers, it marked the entrance to each
tunnel, and that was enough for him.
"I'm off to Tunnel Number One!" Charlie said, finishing
his tequila. "Hasta la vista!"
"Wait! I come with you! Who cares about that ancient
curse," Clementina said, undulating from the chair with
fiery grace, "when there is gold!"
"I thought so," Charlie said, grabbing her by the arm
and not wanting to stop there.
"Wait, my little Charlie," Clementina said, removing his
hand from her breast, "we find the gold , then we m ake very
hot the bed we make the love on. We b reak down t he bed !"
"Why don't we just break it in, now? There's time. "
"No. First the gold. When we see the gold, we make
plenty hot love in the tunnel, right on the ground !"
"Love on the rocks, eh?"
"We make the rocks hot!"
"Then let's get a move on," Charlie said, desire rising,
"to the hard rocks!"
Outside the cantina, Charlie moved a couple of sleeping
gentlemen away from the adobe wall. He consulted his map
and then borrowed a machete from one of the snoozers in
the sun. Deftly, he removed a dozen adobe bricks an d
entered Tunnel One, pulling Clementina after him. "I no
see gold," she said.
"Wait a bit, will you?" Charlie said, scanning the tunnel
with the flashlight he had borrowed from the cantina
owner.
"I am getting hungry for the love," Clementina sai d ,
"but I am more hungry for the gold," she added, pushing
Charlie off. Charlie got his mind back on business, which
was now to examine the minerals in the rock. He chipped
off pieces and held th em under the flashlight. No gold in
Tunnel One. "Let's get out of this hole," he muttere d ,
putting the rock samples in his pocket. " We've got eight
more tunnels to go."
Charlie made sure the tunnel led to a dead en d before
they stepped back out into the sun. He replaced the bricks
and moved the sleepers back in place. Charlie and
Clementina ambled down the street. "Righ t here," he said,
examining the map, Clementina peering over h is shoulder,
ru bbing her front side against his backside, "is t h e entrance
to T unnel Two. Ah, do that harder."
"This is somebody's house!" Clementina said , backing
off her front.
"So it is, and in we go!" They entered an d passed t hree
bedrooms where six people were taking a sies ta and two
bedrooms where four people were n ot asleep , but otherwise
occupied and not in a mood to care who was p assing, or
trespassing.
"You better look at y our map instead of at them ,"
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Clementina said. "Remember the gold!"
"Oh yes, the gold, that," Charlie said, finding the
kitchen and moving a stove aside, revealing a small hole in
the floor. Tunnel Two was very small, with no gold, but
Charlie chipped some samples before they crawled out and
tip-toed past the bedrooms. "Love in the afternoon!"
Charlie exclaimed , when they were outside. "Wow!"
"Love on the hot rocks with me will be better!"
'On," Charlie said, "hard on to Tunnel Three!" The
~ntrance to th third tunnel was smack under the band
stand in the park. harlie ripped off s me rotting boards
from the base f the bandstand to get to the tunnel and
disrupted some children playing, but everybody else in the
park was ound a leep under the bright Leep inducing sun.
Tunnel Three took them in circles all under the park.
Finally, they crawled out. "Hey, kids!" Charlie called.
"Over here!"
With Clementina dizzy and draped over him, Charlie
emptied his pockets and handed the rock samples to the
excited children.
"What you give them?"
"Jet, amber, and coral from the first three tunnels."
"I am dizzy with love."
"Shall we take a break over there under that tree?"
suggested Charlie. "We still have six more tunnels to
explore."
"We find gold the next one! Then, golden love!"
"Look at this!" Charlie said. "Tunnel Four is under that
tree!" He began digging in the soft dirt by the tree, and
soon the entrance was uncovered and they fell in, dropping
ten feet. Clementina passed clean out. Now, thought
Charlie, is my chance , but he saw something shining.
"Jade," he said, and Clementina woke up.
"Jade is very bad luck, you must not touch it!" warned
Clementina. "Wait for the gold." She seemed very dis
tressed at the jade.
But Charlie took samples anyway. Then they explored
and quickly abandoned :funnels Five and Six, after deter
mining that they were ancient burial grounds from the
funerary urns and incense burners that were scattered
around among the bones. There were limits even to what
Charlie would do, but he did spot obsidian and turquoise in
the rocks, but no gold. "We've only got three more tunnels
to go into," Charlie said sadly, handing the jade to the first
person he saw who was not asleep. It was an old man, and
he took the jade, saw what it really was, and then threw it
down and ran like the devil was after him.
"The people here are very superstitious," Clementina
said.
"A good thing. That means all the gold is untouched!"
"Except by the curse, which is especially strong now,
since you found the jade," Clementina informed. "But, it's
too late now, let's go touch some gold, and then you touch
me!"
"Right, let's get to Tunnel Seven. The lucky tunnel!"
Tunnel Seven, Charlie saw, examining his map, began in
the local sporting house. They walked in and Charlie
nodded to the madam, who told them they needed a bath
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more than sex with all the dirt and grime on them. Charlie
didn't agree and Clementina didn't say anything until they
got to the room where, according to the map, the tunnel
began. "This room?" Clementina said. "Are you sure the
tunnel begins in this room?"
"This is the place."
"This is my room!" Clementina screeched.
"Well," Charlie said used to everything by now, "get
busy and help me move aside your bed." They grunted and
groaned while moving the bed. "Let's get on the bed now,
for a rest," harlie said.
"Love later, gold now!"
harlie pried up the boards in the floor, and h and his
pcpperpot with the head for gold, the body for love,
entered Tunnel Seven, the biggest so far. It went on for a
good hundred feet. Loose rocks in the tunnel's ceiling fell
around them. "Veins of copper in this rock," Charlie said.
"To your bed now?"
"No bed without gold!" Clementina panted. "My heart
beats for this gold!"
"I know, so does mine." They left the sporting house in
a hurry. Charlie was growing impatient for two things: gold
and she with the head for gold. Twin desires were getting
mixed up in his mind, and now he didn't care which desire
was fulfilled first. They entered Tunnel Eight through the
lower part of the chimney of a tortilla factory and were
ignored by all hands busy slapping out the tortillas on an
assembly line. No sooner had they entered the tunnel and
dodged a few falling rocks than Charlie spotted a glittering
vein in the wall. He walked up slowly to the formation,
breath coming fast. He hacked out a sample with the
machete. "Silver," he announced. "Do you like silver,
Clementina?"
"I like gold and you know it!"
"I'm ready to give up the gold and settle for this silver
and some of those other semi-precious items we've found.
How about you?" he said, advancing, the gold all but
forgotten.
"I want gold, gold, gold!" she screamed. Well, Charlie
thought, she has the madness, real gold fever.
"There's one more chance for gold," Charlie said, tossing
aside the silver nuggets. "One tunnel left, Number Nine, last
chance."
"It will be the tunnel of love!" Clementina cried, near
frenzy. "There will be tons of gold there, I feel it already!"
"I wish I could," Charlie moaned. "Feel you ... and
gold." They rushed to the edge of the town and up to a
house sitting by itself with a bunch of cars parked in front.
A sweet little old lady ushered them into her house, then to
the basement.
"There's a few folks ahead of you," the lady said kindly,
"but you can pay me the twenty bucks now and then go on
into the tunnel and pick up all the gold nuggets you want!"
"There's gold in your tunnel?" asked a stunned Charlie.
"Just itty bitty pieces of it, but they make fine
souvenirs!"
"I'm sick," Clementina said.
But Charlie grabbed her and fled the house. "I think I

read the map wrong," he said.
"I promised you love when there was gold," Clementina
said.
"Not yet," Charlie said. "That was Tunnel Eight-and
a-half! Here," he said, pointing to a new place on the old
document, "is Tunnel Number Nine. Our Tunnel of Love!"
Back they dashed to the sporting house.
"Not this place again!" Clementina yelled.
"Yes, according to my map," Charlie said, scrutinizing it
even more closely. "But this tunnel, the gold and love
tunnel, begins out behind the whorehouse, under the
outhouse of the whorehouse!"
"It is not possible," sighed Clementina. "Such cruelty
for gold."
"Sorry, dig we must." With faces set to sacrifice, they
shoveled aside the topsoil. Then, while Charlie was taking a
breather fifty feet away, Clementina hit a makeshift
trapdoor concealing a makeshift but ancient second trap
door.
"Secret sign of gold!" Clementina yelled. "Two trap·
doors!"
"That's crap, but keep digging." Charlie moved into
range.
"I smell gold!"
"That's not what I smell, but let me have a look down
there." Charlie entered Tunnel Nine against his better
judgement and the wish of his nose but soon stuck his head
out and motioned for Clementina to follow him into the
pit. "I think," he announced, when she had slithered down
beside him in the murky depths, "that this is the place! The
rock formations look most promising. That fault over there
and that one over there both have the appearance of hiding
gold. Good faults, I tell you! This tunnel is no dead end
with fool's gold. It seems to go on and on ... "
"Elongodongo will not be the same again!" Clementina
shouted.
"Shove Elongodongo," Charlie corrected her. "We will
not be the same again!"
"We have discovered the gold! We are filthy rich!"
"Not yet, but we're getting warm."
"Pretty soon, we get hot, no?"
"Very soon, yes!" They descended into the labyrinthine
tunnel, Charlie observing, "So far in these crazy tunnels,
we've gotten the shaft, but gold and love on the rocks is
coming up!"
But the rocks started coming down.
At first only a few fell, and Charlie saw among the
pebbles some of the stones he had seen in the other tunnels,
the jade and amber, bits of turquoise and coral, the
beautiful and black obsidian, vari-colored onyx, and silver
and copper nuggets. He realized now he had already
discovered a small fortune in the other tunnels whether
there was any gold in them or not. "Let's get out of this
cursed chasm while we have time and take our fill at the
other tunnels!" he yelled over the increasing noise of
rumbling and disturbed faults and rock formations. "To
hell with the damned gold!"
"Over there is something shining!" Clementina shouted.

"Up there is gold! Hurry!"
"I see it!" Charlie yelled back, flashing his light. "Some
rocks glinting in the sun! Let's get there, it's a way out!"
They followed the shimmer of light, their last hope, past all
the minerals, their death shadows, until they had found
shelter from the falling rocks. "What a relief!" Charlie
sighed, em bracing Clemen tin a.
"Is not gold I want now," she said tenderly. "Is you, and
sun. You first, then sun."
"You've got things right, now." Charlie flashed his light
above him again, searching for a way out later, to the sun.
But then he realized that the golden glint they had been
following was not from the sun. It was from the gold of the
earth in the tunnel of love, the golden earth which now
began settling down on them. The roof and the tunnel walls
started to cave in on them. Rocks, then boulders, contain
ing a spectrum of minerals from dark green jade to shining
silver all trying to hide and protect their common god-the
goldest gold-began crashing down on them.
The golden earth now settled down on them, and they
watched the rich and stifling and beautiful dust sifting
down between falls of the rocks and boulders. Faster and
faster the gold fell on them: ecstatic fools of folly and love
in a golden and deadly paradise, or hell; Charlie and
Clementina, frenzied salts of the earth returned to flavor
the devil's banquet.
And her name was Clementina, the head for gold, the
body for love, and his name was Charlie, and he had earned
his reward. In the act of love they both gave extra of
themselves, fearless now, breathing deeper and deeper,
gorging themselves over and over, reaching climax after
climax, crying out in passion to one another, demanding
more, each of them, laughing and loving, oblivious to the
world and everything, gold or garbage, in it or under it. The
agonizing love they invented and tested became a feast to
remember. Through its magic and power, something new
was created in the act and art of love; they were finding a
graceful way out, amidst the beauty and fury of final
moments spent together. They were witnesses and victims
of the art of dying, through the force of love, and ... more
than once did they experience the power of love, the threat
of death heightening their mutual passion.
Finally and inevitably, many moments later, in their
own world of sweet created sun and stars, in their own
knowledge of precious life shining through and providing
ecstacy, a final sense of lasting peace and pleasure came to
Charlie and to Clementina, there with the gold of the earth,
forever together, forever sheltered from the bad luck of the
world, its dingy and leaden value.
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Poem From
the Othe r Side
by R. D. Lakin

We freshened infant spring,
cousin'd to wolves and bear,
teeth grown sharp, tasting deep
the pulse that unslaked year.
We grew loud, could not hear
skies raining birds,
bathed together, slept nude,
forgot the dying herds.
These nigh ts I bed on words,
insular from spring,
my ears deaf to pleas
to rouse the child and sing.
You scorn excuses of age,
ashamed of crippled rage.
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Poem
Maybe within the war
of stability
I am an emotional casualty•
Wh n th roll cal1 is sound d
it c ms 1 am n v r
all pr ent and account d for.

davi d w. stephens

Untitled,
of course

Those same fantasies
that feast
on the starvation
of my reality.
Today I saw the season
changing
and I knew I'd have to
follow the example,
or be swallowed by the worms
of inertia.
Yet I was warm and safe
wrapped in your words
then you cursed at me.

Convert
by Charles Webb

It's a summer song
of hopes and dream~
turned into a list
of days gone wrong.
I often sit wishing
that I could untangle
the knotted twine
that ties up my head, and
escape being eaten
.
alive by my fantasies.

The

Letter
to Saul
How is the encounter group these days?
Am I missed?
Is everyone doing well, or
has someone gone under, or
even turned back to dope?
I myself have found refuge
in a poem written
by an autistic child.

I'll cut my hair, gain 40 lbs.,
move to a smallish town, read up
on football, baseball, boxing,
get a job washing dishes,
wear white aprons
over old clothes, poorly fitting
but clean, very clean.
I'll change my name to Sam.
Just Sam.
And when I've saved the money,
I'll buy a little cafe,
christen it the Greasy Spoon,
and Jove it like a child.
I'll talk rough but have a heart of gold,
be once or twice seen praying,
peace-loving, but hell when riled,
friend to all, but no one's close
friend. So no one knows for sure.
But folks will whisper
once I was a gentleman
till years ago, down Georgia way,
a coquette left me for a gambler.
And wives will knit me presents
and their husbands buy me beers.
Every town can use a Greasy Spoon,
a Sam. None will refuse me.
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The Devourer
by M. A. Swiniarski
Your clumsiness is authentic
Contained as an immutable crustacean
With a lineage ancient as trilobites
The ponderous old turtle sunk
Like an island in the center of the pond
A continent of algae
And small life cultivating your back
A lazy reflex of neck and jaw
Fed by the certain current
Short lived romantics roam
The slow gold carp
An escaped rainbow trout
All the overstocked color
Surviving a winter at your grey depths
Blind cavern fish
Swim into your yawn
And you breathe in the invisible fish
Digest their translucent bones
All specialized disguises;
Even clouds of ink
And the bright bitter tasting colors
Are no insurance against
Your fundamental taste
For what nourishes
Your stung tongue still wags
Broken bones become thicker shields
Your slow eye centers on necessity
You 're an absorbing rock
Swallow the lion fish sting and all;
Huge as survival,
I am allowed no foolish dance
Shadows do not confuse you
You swallow them with their origins
I maintain an elemental barrier
Like an aquarium glass you snap against
As if trying for a dragonfly in the thin surfaced air
Beyond your reach
I watch you eat and eat
You watch me hungrily
Is love, your sealing jaws
Biting off the world chunk by chunk?
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hard sell
by Lee Hardesty

Advertising tells me
the world
can be bought:
old things
and new
and power
even love:
Dreams made by
hard sell
dreamers.
If I had the
money
I could buy
a slice of sunsh inc
a teaspoon of honey
and a bee 
bring it back
if it
flew away
- Buy a temple
to my god.
There would be
room in my life;
It's empty.
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Assistant Professor Stanly Melvin looked around his snug
little office and sighed, "If only I had a window." For ten
years now Melvin had occupied a converted stockroom situated off the music department near Janitorial Services. Some
days his senses were attacked by the odor of ammonia and
other days by the choppy strains of a Beethoven sonata
coming from a student practice room. The notes slid under
the door pulling themselves along jerkily to confront the
ears of Professor Melvin. Once inside they spun around
hitting the eardrum, bouncing off to settle down upon the
central nervous system. Melvin opened the drawer contain
ing half a bottle of aspirin and took three.
If only he had a window. He could project himself
outside and escape the disagreeable smells and noises of
university life. Melvin decided to write a memo to the dean
asking for an office with a window.
Time
9:30 am May 10, 1973
To
Dean Beam, Liberal Arts
From
Assistant Professor Stanly Melvin, Music dept.
Subject
Appropriation of an office with a window
Dear Dean:
For 10 years I have occupied a converted stockroom
with its lack of ventilation. If it pleases the Dean, I wish to
have an office with a window.

■
■
by Bonnie Evans

The letter went on, citing Professor Melvin's asthmatic
and claustrophobic disposition as reasons for the request.
Melvin sent the memo through campus mail. Optimistic.
He turned his thoughts to the day's lecture on
ethno-musicology, but the anticipation of a reply occupied
his mind making his absent-mindedness more apparent than
usual. He gathered up his lecture notes, threw them in the
trash and went off to class with the week's grocery list.
Stanly Melvin the child studied the piano relentlessly.
His Mother's booming voice often intimidated him into
practicing. She stood by the piano counting one, two, three
to a Mazurka Waltz and then one, two, three, bang the ruler
came down on Stanly's frail knuckles causing welts the size
of green peas. But on Stanly practiced with his hands
battered into persistence to get it right. One, two, three,
accent on One, under the piercing eye of that larger, meaty
woman, Stanly's Mother.
She appeared everywhere, and even when she was no
longer physically present she existed in the portion of his
brain marked conductor. He had beat the frustrations of his
desires against those of his Mother until his own ceased.
II
Dean Beam stood poised over a golf putter that touched
a small white ball. Tap, the ball rolled past the paper cup
and landed in a pile of yellowed papers stacked on the
floor. Dean Beam eyed the ball, caught in the accumulated
mass of his unpublished manuscripts. Having them around
was somewhat debilitating for his morale. Yet, he knew it
was important that he keep the manuscripts in a safe place.
Dean regarded himself an artist not yet discovered, and it
was only a matter of time for his greatness to come to light.
Scholars would someday flock about his papers in hopes of

discovering more of the venerable wisdom of Chester Beam.
Just then the door opened and Dean's secretary fluttered
in. Her smallness was clothed in a black chemise, circa
19 50-55, offset with white simulated pearls. Her skin hung
in folds about her chin and when ;he moved it gave the
effect of an excited turkey.
"Yes, Miss Carey, what do you want?" asked Dean
irritated at her bird-like gesticulations. Why couldn't she
have at least one deficit in office skills? Then he'd have
some excuse for rejecting her. Campus employment was
sensitive to discriminating on the basis of appearance. Her
constant fluttering was an annoyance. He felt his head
bobbing up and down as he tried · to catch what she was
saying.
"it's a memo from Professor Melvin," chirped Miss
Carey.
"Oh, who's he?" asked Dean.
"I don't know, I'll go look through our files."
Off went Miss Carey, and Dean Beam was left contem
plating the memo. His eyes focused on "converted stock
room".
Miss Carey plucked Melvin out from between Mahoney
and Murdock and handed him to Dean. Dean Beam sat
down at his desk, opened the file and proceeded to study the
alphabetized life of Stanly Melvin in chronological order.
Five minutes went by and Dean Beam glanced up at the
puckered face of Miss Carey. "Nothing outstanding here,
certainly nothing to warrant an office with a window."
"Shall I send Professor Melvin a memo stating your
refusal to grant his request?" asked Miss Carey.
"No, 1 think I'll give the matter some more thought,"
replied Dean.
Miss Carey clucked in response and fluttered out of the
room.
III
Professor Melvin, with hair that hasn't yet turned grey
and a face that bears no distinct relation in age to that of its
owner, sat at his place before the class and pontificated
upon the obscurity of Musica Reservata. His words bounced
off the blank faces of the students and fell defeated to the
floor without an awareness from their sp,eaker.
When class was over Melvin straightened his tie, placing
the brocade musical notes in alignment with the staff lines
on his shirt. The shirt and tie set was a gift from his Mother
and he did delight in its novelty. He carefully erased the
blackboard, then placed the chalk and eraser together for
the convenience of the next instructor. He wiped his hands
clean of chalk dust on a grey stained handkerchief in the
shape of a piano. Again something his Mother had provided
for him.
After straightening the chairs he scrutinized the room
for any trash the students may have left behind. Once
satisfied he closed the door and walked back to his office
humming the Chopin Nocturne in C minor with its broad
imposing melody. Past the practice rooms, with reverbera
tions of Beethoven, Schubert, Schumann, past Janitorial
Services and their many buckets of disinfectant, and finally
to his own snug cubicle, he went.
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Melvin's eyes were drawn to a pink piece of paper lying
on top of his desk. He picked it up and read:
Your contract will be terminated, terminated, termi
nated, terminated. Melvin slipped down into his chair. The
weight of his body was sucked into the wooden form
leaving him with a feeling of inertness, without the power
to move or to resist the forces of the external world. His
mind wandered, grasping at images that were left over from
a distant past, at incidents that were neither meaningful nor
profound for Stanly Melvin.
His Mother bent over his 12th birthday cake, her
rhinestone bracelet scraping against the icing as she cut
Stanly's piece. Her pancake-covered face was turned up in a
series of lines, where the makeup had peeled off at the
creases. Stanly hated cake, but every year he went through
the pretense of enjoying himself, grimacing as he ate his
piece.
Mr. Muckly , Stanly's piano teacher, stood gazing out the
window seemingly unaware of his presence. "You know
Stanly, Beethoven wouldn 't like that, your playing the
Scherzo in rubato style. It must always be precise."
"Yes, precise, Mr. Muckly. It must always be precise.
Precisely right, Mr. Muckly. Life is not a series of variations,
it must be lived according to definition. That's exactly
right, Mr. Muckly. But I only wanted to play Chopin, with
the subtle, shifting harmonic hues, the swelled, the dimin
ished and the sustaining pedal. Yes, Chopin and his tone
poems, with their languid earth-weary voice, their intimacy,
their longing and their regret."
Stanly's thoughts remained on Chopin and his dreamlike
music, the starry nights bore the mysterious nocturnes. The
ethereal, the magical captivated Stanly and transformed his
consciousness into euphoria. He was happy. Time passed
but not for Stanly.
The workmen came to remove the furniture from
Stanly's office. His chair was taken, so he sat in the corner
on the floor his hands clasped around his knees. Filing
cabinets and shelves were replacing Stanly's desk , piano,
and his Picasso print of The Musicians. Piles of yellowed
manuscripts were being stacked on the shelves. Stanly was
getting smaller. They were tied with strings in neat bunches
and placed on shelves and in filing cabinets. Stanly kept
getting smaller. They were all over the floor, snuffing out
the air with their dusty smell. They infiltrated every corner,
insinuating themselves into the tiny room. They poured
forth, the yellowed papers compressed into tight, wordy
but unread bundles. They were everywhere. They settled in
with a gloomy permanence. Stanly was no longer visible. He
had shrunk to nothingness. He ceased.
The workmen finished, turned out the light and closed
the door. Nothing but silence. Silence, except for the
ethereal melody of a Chopin Nocturne emerging timidly
from beneath the door.
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Wife
by Sandra Case

I wake before the rooster
climbs his fence
puffs his chest
splits open the day.
I reach for the coffee pot
break bread for toast
rub sun swelled hairs of the cat.
Soon I must wake my husband.
He will groan
stretch his face into the face
I will learn to like.
We will drink the coffee bitter.
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Streetwalker
by Harry ]. Riley

When I hear silk rustling
I think of how the dry leaves dress
The prostitutes of trees
To make them more acceptable
For lightning and little boys.
Then the silk is gone
And I do not know:
Have I been struck
Or wailed at ?
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If you lived in Kansas

by Mark Willis

it might make you bitter
about the whole
thing, life
but they had an extension
cord stretched out the window
up to God

by Harry]. Riley

It becomes 2: 23 as I look at the clock.
You have removed the genitals from your words
But with unspayed hands, touch me.
Now your voice is shrill at my still behavior;
But I cannot talk more of emotions we never agree on.
Now you are strutting, smoking; back and forth;
Your lips are kicking up ashes; you are confused;
Finally, sitting, you scoop up your leg with your knee
And wait. I try not to look at the clock
But I cannot escap e. It becomes 2: 24.
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She bitched him in the dog house
Tail between his legs he slinks away
Even the dog can't respect him,
bends black lips shows his teeth
rolls on his sides racks his ribs
til she thinks he'll burst.
She never knew dogs laughed til that day.
Later her husband returned,
his arm like a sword cracked the table
in two pieces.
She knew then she was losing.

PEOPLE DRESSED
AS CATS & DOGS
by Sandra Case
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Perspective

Brown
Street

A Two-Part Poetic Treatise on the Pros and Cons of Bovinity

by Barbara Heinen

1

Part II
The View from the Other Side of the Fence

Part I
I'm Glad I'm Not a Cow

IL

I hea~d they don't -0peak
EnglL6 h the.Jte.,
but only open the.i~
mouth-0 a Qftaek, and
i-0-0ue a -0mall whi-0tling -0ound that
Qan make it Jtain,
-0no10 o~ get
da~k.

S usan
Angela
Scibetta
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I'm glad I'm not a human tonight
racing through the blinding March rain
gripping that stupid looking wheel
with my sweaty little fingers
and that bony old pedal
with my high-heeled shoes.
I'd have tiny black dots for eyes
that stare forever into the rear view mirror
hoping not to spot the white car
with the red light on top.
I'm glad I'm not a human tonight
racing home to TV dinners
that will make my husband rant,
and coughing kids and puking dogs
and a son that plays the drums.

I'm glad I'm not a cow tonight
standing in the cold March rain
resting my chin on the old wire fence
with nothing to watch
but the pigs sleeping in their mud
and the stream of cars and trucks
like a rolling ribbon that has no end.
I'm glad I'm not a cow tonight
when the sunset hides behind grey rain
the grass all tastes like strings
and the hills are too far away to see.
I'd have nowhere else to sleep
but that same old damned grey barn
with the bats in the top and the holes in the sides
and one little slot for me.
If I were a cow tonight
standing in the cold March rain
watching the grey sunset that isn't there
I don't think I'd give a shit about tomorrow
or the grass on the other side of the fence
that's really as thin and yellow
as my own.
If I were a human tonight
racing through the blinding March rain
I'd have to go to the PT A meeting
wearing a bra that makes my tits itch
talk to people I couldn't stand
and then go home and wax my floor.
I'm glad I'm a cow tonight
heading home for my cozy grey barn
with the holes in the sides
that let the moonlight come in
and the friendly little bats flying around.
Farmer Brown will be happy to see me
and his hands will be warm and tender
and he won't bitch
about the dinner I've fixed.
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Want to crack the wailer's market?
Crack the Writer's Market. Because this is the
book that spells out exactly what editors want
from writer in 1975.
So to fill the bill, all you have to do is read
Writer's Market '75. Read, for instance, what
the editor of a movie magazine ays he wants:
"Our readers are female, youngish, wives and
daughters of blue collar workers ... We have
an open-door policy ... Stars our readers
want to read about are MatJ' Tyler Moore,
Carol Burnert, William Conrad, Barbra
Streisand, Rohen Redford, The Waltons, and
all the leads in All In The Family ...
Subjecrs should be covered from all a peers
of weddings, affairs, divorces, dangerour
moments survived, feuds ... Pay starts at
$200, goes considerab~1· higher for scoops ...
How to break in: If a well known favorite
grew up in your area, and you can reach the
parents or fami~y members, former teachers,
ministers and get ear~v life photos ... this
would be an ea I' sale."
And that' ju t one· market. There are 5,082
more in 214 categorie from religion and politics
to food and drink. For articles, novels, poetry,
plays, gags, fillers and short stories.
Inspiring, isn't it?
And this year, we've revised and updated
our Notes on Freelancing, the section of
Writer's Market '75 that's practically a basic
education in the business. Tips on how to
prepare your manuscript for submission, how to

get a release for the models you use, how to
copyright your work. Even hints on how to
write to the editor so he'll never know how
green you really are.
Writer read Writer's Market three ways. Some
read it to see where they can place work they've
written already. Some read it to find out what's
needed before they write. And some read
Writer's Market imply for inspiration ; they find
the li tings trigger ideas.
Writer's Market '75 is available at $10.95 at
your book tore right now. Or you can order it
directly from us by filling out the coupon below.
Get cracking.

----------------------Please send me _ _ copies of WRITER'S
MARKET '75 @ $10.95. I understand I may return
the book within 30 days if not completely satisfied.
(Please add so• for postage, shipping and han
dling.)

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

City _ _ _ _ _ _ _state._ _ _.-Zip_ _
D payment enclosed
Please charge my
□ Master Charge
□ BankAmerlcard
Acct. # _ _ _ _ Interbank #-~~...,,..,...~~
(Maater Charge Only)

mail to: WRITER'S MARKET '75
NEXUS
Dean of Students
Wright State University
Dayton, OH 45431
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